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INTRODUCTION AND PLACEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
In this paper,  we are concerned with the boundary  opt imal  control problem when the state 
satisfies 
-Aye  = 0, on Q, 
0 
O---v Ye + e y~ = ue, at F = c0f~, 
(P1)(u~) 
f y~dP=O, y~ ~ Hl(ft), 
F 
where o y~ is the normal  derivative of y~, ft is a regular and bounded open set in the Eucl idean 
space ~'~, ue is the opt imal  control solution of the problem 
where 
J~(ue) = min{J~(v) ;  v e Uad}, (P2) 
&(v):= f (y~(v)-zl)2 dr+ f (Oy~(v)-z2) dr; 
F F 
ye(v) is a solut ion of (P1)(v), v E /Aad, ~ad is a closed convex set in L2(F),  and zt and z2 are 
fixed functions in the space L2(F) (decision functions). 
The author  in [1] dealt  with this system, which is a mathemat ica l  model izat ion for problems 
of layers phenomena in aerodynamics.  He took a cost functional J~ in the form 
Je(v) := / (ye(v) - Zd) 2 dF + N Iv  2 dF, 
, J  J 
F P 
where N > 0. In this case, Je(v) is a definite posit ive and str ict ly convex function. Here, we 
loose the posi t iv i ty  definiteness of the cost functional, so the techniques of [1] cannot be used 
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here. The space /~ad of admissible controls considered here will be an arbitrary linear subspace 
of finite dimension in L2(F). 
This paper is organised as follows. In the first section, we prove the existence of the state 
in some Sobolev space (Theorem 1.1) and show, in Theorem 1.2, that the problem (/)2) has a 
solution. In the second section, we establish our main result, Theorem 2.1, where we study the 
convergence of u~ and y~(u~) (when ~ --~ 0). We end the paper with some concluding remarks. 
1. EX ISTENCE OF  THE PERTURBED STATE 
AND CONTROL FOR THE SYSTEM:  (P1)(us)  AND (P2) 
The space of admissible controls Uad will be a linear subspace of U with finite dimension rn _> 1 
where 
(1.1) 
We look for Hl(f~) is the usual Sobolev space with its scalar product and associated norm. 
solutions (i.e., the states) of the system (P1)(u~) in the space 
V:= {YCHI (~) : /YdF=O} " r  (1.2) 
THEOREM 1.1. For all v E ~Alad, there exists a unique solution of the problem (P1)(v), denoted 
by y~(v), in the space V. 
PROOF. We use a variational formulation of the problem (P1)(v). This yields a continuous 
symmetric bilinear form defined on V x V by 
.A~(y,q) :=/VyVqdx  +~fyqdr .  (1.3) 
gt F 
We know [2] that the norm defined in H 1 (f~) by 
7)(y) := IVyl 2 dx + e y2 dF (1.4) 
F 
is equivalent to the usual norm IlYIIHI(~) in gl(f~). Then, there exists a constant ~ > 0 such 
that 
y) ) 1/2 >- (1.5) 
Thus, .A~ is a continuous coercive bilinear form. The theorem of Lax-Milgram [3,4] gives the 
existence of a unique solution, denoted by y~(v), satisfying for all q C V, 
:= /vqdF .  (1.6) A~ 
i 1  
F 
The representation theorem of Riesz [5] implies that there exists a unique linear (continuous) 
isomorphism A~ from V onto V ~ (the dual space of V) and a unique element denoted by ~(v)  
in the space V t, such that 
A~ y~(v) = ~(v) .  (1.7) 
Then, the solution of the problem (P1)(v) is given by 
y~(v) = Ai led(v) ,  (1.8) 
where A[ 1 is the inverse operator of A~. This completes the proof. 
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REMARK 1.1. One can verify that  the map k~e is a linear operator  from/-gad into V t. 
THEOREM 1.2. There exists a nonvanishing subset Xe ofldad, such that for a11 ue • Xe, we have 
Je(ue) = min{Je(v) ;  v • Llad}. 
PROOF. To prove the existence of Xe, it suffices to prove that  the two following conditions are 
satisfied [5]: 
(i) The map: v --* Je(v) is convex and 1.s.c. (i.e., lower semicontinuous) on the space/-dad. 
(ii) For all sequences (vn) of elements in Ll~d, such that  [[vnl]L2(r) --* +oo, then J~(v~) --* +oo, 
when n --~ +oc. 
It is easy to verify that  the functional cost Je is convex. By using formula (1.3)-(1.6) we can see 
that  the map v • Llad ~ Ye(•) • HI ( f t )  is continuous. On the other hand, the trace theorem and 
the continuity of the norm ensure the continuity of the map 
Je : v • u~a -~ Ilye(v) 2 0 L 22(r) - zll[L2(r) + ~vv y~(v)  -- z2 
So condition (i) is satisfied. Condition (ii) results from the next Lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1. The map BE : Ll--~ L2(F), which associates to each v ELl the element 13 e (v) := ye(v)]r 
is an injective linear map into L2(F). As a consequence, there exists a constant Ce > O. In fact, 
Ce = (lIB/All) -1,  where B~ -A is the inverse operator of Be defined on the range Bs(Uad), such 
that 
CellVHL,(r) <_ [lye(v)[IL2(r) , for all v E/-dad. (1.9) 
PROOF. It  is clear that  BE is a linear map. Let v EL l  such that  BE(v) :=ye(v) l r  = 0. Then, 
ye(v) is in the space H~(ft)  and is a solution of the following problem: 
--Aye(v) = 0, on ft, 
0 
Ov ye(v) = v, at r = 0ft, 
fye(~) =o, ye(~) • dF HI (~) .  
F 
Using Green's formula, we obtain 
IVye(v)l dx + f v ye(v) dF  = o. 
F 
Since fvye(v )dF  = 0 and ye(v) E H~(f~), we have ye(v) = 0 on ft. Consequently, v = 0. The 
F 
existence of Ce results from the fact that  Be is linear injective and Llad has a finite dimension. 
REMARKS 1.2. 
(i) Since Llad is a finite dimensional space, to decide the unicity of the solution of (P2), one 
can use the Hessian function associated to Je, after fixing (for example) an orthonormal  
basis of/dad. 
(ii) One can verify that  there exist two constants C1 > 0 and C2 > 0, such that:  C1 < IIBell 
< C2 for all 0 < e < 1. 
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2. STUDY OF  THE CONVERGENCE OF  THE STATE Ye 
AND CONTROL us 
The main result of this article is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1 .  We have the following statements: 
(i) The control u~ converges trongly in the space L2(F), to u e ~'~ad, satisfying J(u) = min 
{J(v) ;  v e uad}, where J (v)  := f (y(v) - Zl) 2 dr  + f (v  - z2) 2 dr, and y(v) is the solution 
of the problem r r 
-Ay(v )  = 0, on f~, 
O 
Ov y(v) = v, at r = OO, (P3)(") 
f y(~) =0, y(V) e (0). dr H 1 
F 
(ii) The state y~ converges trongly in the space H i ( f  t) to the state y(u), solution of the 
system (P3)(u). 
PROOF. As the control 0 is in the space/~4/ad we have J~(u~) < [[z 1 2 2 , []L2(r) + [[Z21[L2(r); then there 
exists a constant C1 > 0 (independent of s), such that [[y~[[L2(r ) < C1. 
Starting from the fact that [[b-~ y~(u~) 2 2 2 - z.llL.(r ) < I]ZlllL.tr) + Ilz2llL.(r), one can show, by 
using °y~(u~)  +eye(us) = u~, that there exists a constant C2 > O, such that, for all 0 < s < 1, 
Ilu~llL2(r) _< C2. (2.1) 
Since ~'{ad is of finite dimension, us converges strongly to an element u in the space/dad. 
Using the variational formulation of the problem (Pi)(ue), we deduce that there exists a con- 
stant C3 > 0 such that IlY~IIHI(a) <-- C3, independently of s (ye(u~) is denoted by y~). Conse- 
quently, the state y~ converges weakly in the space Hi( f t )  to an element y(u) (denoted by y), 
which is a solution of the problem (P3)(u). 
In order to prove the strong convergence of the state y~ to y in Hi(ft) ,  it suffices to prove that 
Ilvy - VY IIL.< ) converges to O, when s --~ O. We have 
2 
o f~ o 
(2.2) 
We remark that the application of Green's formula to the problem (P1)(ue) gives 
i 
f~ F F 
Then, the trace theorem [2] and the continuity of the restriction of the linear map B~ to ~ad (cf. 
Lemma 1.1) allow us to assert hat f lVy~ ]2 dx converges to f y u dF, when e -* 0. Consequently, 
F 
] IVy-  VysllL2(f~) converges, when s --* 0, to f u y dF - f IVyl 2 dx; this quantity vanishes because 
F 
y is a solution of (P3)(u). 
Again, by the trace theorem and the continuity of the norm in L2(F), we obtain that for all 
V E~ad 
J(u) : ~01im Y~(u~) < j~  J~(.) : J(.). (2.3) 
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3.  CONCLUSIONS 
( i )  We have establ ished the existence of the state and the control for the per turbed bound-  
ary opt imal  control systems (P1)(us) and (P2), for a functional cost J~ which is not 
str ict ly convex and is defined on the boundary.  We have considered /dad, the space of 
admissible controls, as an arb i t rary  l inear subspace with finite dimension of the space 
/d :={vEL2(F ) : fvdF=O} " r Our results remain valid if L/ad is replaced by the affine 
space w +/dad, where w is an element of/d. 
It is interest ing to look at the questions t reated here for other closed convex sets in 
L~(F),  for instance, we can replace, again, /dad by W +/gad, where 142 is a closed and 
bounded convex set in/~, and our results are still valid. 
(2) Consider the (linear) per turbed boundary  opt imal  control system on a bounded and regular 
open set in R n (Q1)(ue) and (Q2): 
-Ay~ + f l (z)  y~ = 0, on fL 
0 
O--v y~ + e y~ = u~, at F = 0fL 
J~(u~) =min{ J~(v) ;  v C/dad}; 
f (y (v)-Zl)2 dr+ f
F F 
dr; (Q2) 
b/ad := W + W1, with W1 a closed and boundary  convex set, W a l inear subspace of finite 
dimension (m _> 1) in L2(F),  and f l (x) is an essential ly bounded and posit ive function 
defined on ft, for which we suppose the existence of/30 > 0, such that  f l (z)  > flo for all 
x c t2. Then, our techniques may be adapted to treat  this example, and yield similar 
results concerning the existence of the control u~, the state y~, and the study of their  
behaviour.  
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